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Progress In Raising Support

Joshua Preaching at Florosa
Baptist Church

Joshua and Allison with
friends Scott and Suzy
Wilson from Destin, FL

Hi everyone! It’s time for another Fletchersteps newsletter! We
are composing this Newsletter from the Barbee Homestead in
Concord NC. We are staying at home just like most of you and
praying for all those essential workers who are on the frontlines
during this pandemic. All of our travel and meeting plans have
been canceled or postponed due to this crisis. Even though we
cannot travel, we have kept our hands working and our minds
occupied, writing letters, making phone calls, homeschooling, and
taking extra time in the Word and in prayer. It has been
heartwarming to watch many of our friends and supporters
remaining positive and encouraging during these diﬃcult days.
Our support account remains at 75%, but we are hopeful that
after this crisis subsides, we will be able to raise the remaining
support for a return to Ecuador where we know our gifts and
encouragement will be welcome and needed more than ever given
the present circumstances. Ecuador has been hit very hard by this
pandemic, both in human terms and economically. We are staying
connected with those who remain in Ecuador and praying for
them daily.

Support Raising in Florida
Just before the pandemic hit, we made a trip to Florida to
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Photos of Work Around The
Barbee Homestead: Working on
the old Bronco, building a
chicken coop with the kids,
writing letters to friends and
supporters.
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connect with the church where Joshua was baptized as a teenager.
It was a great reunion and Joshua was invited to preach as well.
He was also able to reconnect with friends from over twenty five
years ago. It was neat for Allison and the kids to learn about this
part of his life. Although the weather on the Florida panhandle
was still a bit chilly, we were able to take several walks on the
beach and enjoy the natural beauty of this part of Florida.

Every Challenge Brings Opportunities
Like most of you, we are prayerfully and patiently waiting for this
pandemic to run its course. We are making the very most of each
day, preparing ourselves for our eventual return to Ecuador, and
trying to learn something new each day. We are finding ways to
remain productive and fruitful despite the “stay at home orders”
that are in place throughout North Carolina. Every challenge
brings opportunities for growth, if nothing else. Every day is a
gift.

We Are Always Preparing for the Next Step
We are always preparing for the next step even when we do not
know what that step will be. We hope that wherever you are, you
are making the most of the day, finding ways to love your
neighbor and share Jesus, and walking in your identity as a child
of the most high God.

Updated Website!
Check It Out!
We have updated
our website! Please
check it out and
tell us what you
think. Go to:
fletchersteps.org
and send us a
message! We would
love to hear about
how you are doing
and how you are
meeting the
challenge of this
pandemic.

With Love, The Fletcher Five
(Joshua, Allison, Grace, Abigail, and Simeon)
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